The change in the loading margin to voltage collapse when line outages occur is estimated. First a nose curve is computed by continuation to obtain a nominal loading margin. Then linear and quadratic sensitivities of the loading margin to each contingency are computed and used to estimate the resulting change in the loading margin. The method is tested on a critical area of a 1390 bus system and all the line outages of the IEEE 118 bus system. The results show the effective ranking of contingencies and the very fast computation of the linear estimates.
Introduction
Contingencies such as unexpected line outages often contribute to voltage collapse blackouts [1] . These contingencies generally reduce or even eliminate the voltage stability margin. To maintain security against voltage collapse, it is desirable to estimate the effect of contingencies on the voltage stability margin. Action can then be taken to increase the margin so that likely contingencies do not cause blackout.
Suppose that the power system is operating stably at a certain loading level referred to as the "base case loading". By means of a short term load forecast or otherwise, assume a particular pattern of load increase. The amount of additional load in this direction that would cause a voltage collapse is called the loading margin to voltage collapse. The curve marked "nominal" in Figure 1 shows a specific bus voltage as a function of total system loading. The nose of the curve is associated with voltage collapse [2, 3] and the nominal loading margin is the megawatt distance between the base case loading and the loading at the nose. The loading margin is computed by tracing the nose curve c 1997 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE. and finding the nose.
Suppose that a contingency such as loss of a line occurs at the base case loading. Assuming that the system restabilizes after the transient, the voltage as a function of loading changes to the curve marked "contingency" in Figure 1 . Since the contingency causes the nose to move to a lower loading, the loading margin is reduced. If the loading margin is thought of as a smooth function of the line admittance, then the sensitivity of the loading margin with respect to changes in the line admittance can be calculated at the nominal nose. This sensitivity can then be used to estimate the change in the loading margin due to the changes in admittance caused by the line outage. This approach avoids retracing the nose curve to compute the loading margin with the line removed.
Figure 1: Nominal and contingency nose curves
The main idea of the paper is to compute a single nose curve and associated sensitivities and to use these to quickly estimate the change in the loading margin to voltage collapse for any line outage. This approach uses the general loading margin sensitivity formulas derived in [4] .
The computations are summarized: 1 A pattern of load increase, generator dispatch policy, and area interchange schedule are forecast or assumed. 2 A continuation method such as [5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] is used to trace the nose curve and hence determine the nominal loading margin.
3 Quantities needed for the sensitivity formulas are evaluated at the nose point. Then, for each contingency, the change in loading margin is estimated by evaluating the sensitivity formulas presented in section 5.
The accuracy of the estimate can be improved by using quadratic sensitivities. Inaccuracies can occur when contingencies shift the voltage collapse area or drastically alter the set of generators which are VAR limited at the nose. These inaccuracies are quantified in the results for the 118 bus test system. This paper only addresses security with respect to voltage collapse; security concerns such as under voltages, thermal overloads, oscillations and transient stability are not addressed.
Previous Work
The overall approach of our paper is similar to and inspired by Wu and Fischl [10] . Wu and Fischl [10] use quadratic estimates to approximate the effect of contingencies on interarea transfer margins for an 11 bus system. An interarea transfer margin can be viewed as a particular and useful choice of a loading margin and the linear estimate of [10] is then equivalent to the linear estimate of this paper. However, the formula of [10] for the quadratic estimate neglects the implicit dependence of the Jacobian on the operating equilibrium and is different than that used in this paper (see closure of [4] ). The idea of treating a discrete parameter such as line admittance as a continuous parameter has also been presented in [11] . Second order sensitivities have been used for power system optimization problems in [12] and [13] .
Contingency screening and analysis concerning line flow and voltage limit violations, as well as transient stability, have been an active research area for several decades. A comprehensive bibliography is contained in the recent work [14] . Reference [15] provides an excellent synopsis of earlier work.
The effect of contingencies on long term voltage stability is addressed in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . References [19, 20, 22, 24] specifically address the effect of contingencies on the margin to voltage collapse. Reference [25] presents a method of estimating the loading margin to voltage collapse that is applicable to contingency analysis.
Flatabø et al. [19] describe a sensitivity based method to estimate the margin to voltage instability, and propose performing contingency selection by computing an index dependent upon the post-contingency sensitivity of voltage to reactive power. Fosso et al. [20] compare the method of [19] to an optimization method and a curve fit method to determine the margin to voltage instability. Ejebe et al. [22] , motivated by [20] , demonstrate computing three load flows per contingency and fitting a curve to determine the loading margin. Chiang et al. [24] perform a similar curve fit with only 2 load flows per contingency. Zeng et al. [25] explain a similar approach and conclude that good results can be obtained with 5 load flow solutions.
The method presented in this paper differs from [20, 22, 24, 25] in that no curve fitting is used, and that post-contingency loading margins are estimated by sensitivity analysis as deviations from a nominal loading margin. The curve fit methods produce voltage profiles so that contingencies can also be screened for voltage magnitude problems as well as stability margin. However, it is difficult to properly account for changes in reactive power limits by fitting curves to only a few equilibrium solutions. The sensitivity method can take account of reactive power limits when the initial continuation computes the nominal nose. The curve fit methods require several load flows to be computed per contingency. The sensitivity methods require a single continuation to find the nominal nose (10 to 100 loadflow solutions) and then require much less computation per contingency. The linear estimate for each contingency is at least three orders of magnitude faster than one load flow solution. The quadratic estimate for each contingency is about equivalent in computational expense to one load flow solution, and thus is faster than any method requiring multiple loadflow solutions per contingency.
The next section describes the test results and is followed by a discussion; the computations are detailed in section 5.
Results
The contingency analysis is tested on two systems. A 1390 bus system is used to assess the computation time and practicality of the method. The 118 bus system tests the effects of encountering generator VAR limits and evaluates all possible line outages on a system vulnerable in multiple areas.
For each system, a base case operating point at which the outages are assumed to occur is identified, a given pattern of load increase is assumed, and a nominal loading margin is obtained by locating the nose point with a continuation method. The system loading and loading margin are measured by the sum of all real load powers. The estimates for each contingency are evaluated at the nominal nose point.
To test the accuracy of the estimates, the actual loading margins are computed for each outage as follows: A post-contingency operating point at the base case loading is obtained by solving several load flows, each for a gradually decreased line admittance until the line is completely outaged. This procedure does not necessarily reflect the settling of the actual system transient, but it is a sensible way to identify a plausible post-contingency operating point [8] (the procedure is needed to avoid convergence to a nearby unstable equilibrium). Then a continuation starting from the post-contingency operating point is used to find the nose as the load is increased in the specified direction. All load flow and continuation computations are performed using the PFLOW package [28] . The estimates are computed using MATLAB and the Sparse Matrix Manipulation System [29, 30] .
1390 bus system
The estimates are tested on all non-radial 500kV line outages in an area of a 1390 bus system thought to be prone to voltage collapse. The 1390 bus system includes more than 2000 transmission lines and more than 200 transformers. The base case operating point at which the outages are assumed to occur has a total system loading of 94097 MW and reflects a very heavily loaded system. Both real and reactive power increase from the base case loading at 5 critical buses. The dispatch distributes slack to 25 generators. For this test, transformer taps are assumed fixed at the base case loading and generator VAR limits encountered above the base case loading are ignored. The total system loading at the nominal point of collapse is 95548 MW and corresponds to a loading margin of 1451 MW.
The results ordered by severity are shown in Table 1 . The quadratic estimate selects the top 5 and top 12 of the most severe outages. The linear estimate selects 3 of the top 5 and 11 of the top 12. In general, the magnitude of the error increases with the severity of the outages and the actual loading margins are less than the estimates. The result highlighted with slanted typeface indicates a case for which the quadratic estimate captures a critical outage that the linear estimate misses.
The following approximate timings were obtained on a Hewlett Packard 9000 series 700 workstation:
• 1000 linear estimates require 1 CPU second.
• One quadratic estimate requires 15 CPU seconds.
• One iteration of a loadflow requires 2 CPU seconds.
• One loadflow solution requires 5 to 25 CPU seconds. Thus each linear estimate takes negligible time compared to a loadflow iteration whereas each quadratic estimate takes about the same time as a loadflow solution (several loadflow iterations).
All single contingencies of the 118 bus system
The contingency analysis is next tested using a particular base case and voltage collapse of the 118 bus IEEE test system [4, 27] . The base case operating point at which the outages are assumed to occur has a total system loading of 5677 MW. Both real and reactive loads at 91 buses increase proportionally from the base case loading. 17 generators participate in the dispatch with the slack distributed so that generators in each area provide additional real power roughly in proportion to their size. There are 9 fixed tap transformers. A continuation method is used to obtain the nominal loading margin and generator VAR limits apply as demand increases. The nominal voltage collapse occurs for a total load of 7443 MW and a loading margin of 1766 MW. The area interchange is enforced for the entire continuation and the appropriate area interchange equations are included in the computation of the estimates. This case is intended to provide a challenging test for the sensitivity based formulas since the system is stressed in every area, increasing the possibility that some outages may cause a voltage collapse in a different area than that of the nominal collapse. Changes in generator VAR limits were computed during both the procedure to find the post-contingency operating point and the subsequent continuation.
Linear and quadratic estimates for the postcontingency loading margins are evaluated for all of the possible line outages (177 outages). Two of the contingencies are so severe that a post-contingency operating point does not exist. These two contingencies result in the outage of a critical generator.
For the 175 survivable line outages, the mean postcontingency loading margin is 1738 MW, 28 MW less than the nominal loading margin of 1766 MW. The mean absolute error of the linear estimate is 20 MW and the mean absolute error of the quadratic estimate is 16 MW. The median error for both the linear and quadratic estimates is less than 1 MW.
In order to determine how assumptions concerning generator VAR limits affect the accuracy of the estimates, actual loading margins were also computed enforcing a fixed set of generator limits, determined by those generators that were at VAR limits at the nominal nose point. (The formulas from [4] assume that a fixed set of equations model the equilibrium, i.e. that those generators limited at the nominal nose and only those generators are limited at the post-contingency nose.) The estimates perform better when compared with the results for the set of generators at VAR limits fixed: The mean absolute errors reduce to 13 MW and 10 MW for the linear and quadratic estimates respectively; while the mean actual change in the margin is 21 MW.
The majority of line outages do not significantly affect the loading margin and these are adequately screened by the estimates. Of the 126 outages causing less than a 10 MW change in the loading margin, the mean absolute errors of both the linear and quadratic estimates are less than 1 MW. Only 6 of the 126 outages have an error greater than 3 MW and the maximum error is 10 MW.
Of the 26 outages that cause between a 10 MW and 50 MW change in margin (mean change of 22 MW), the mean absolute errors of the linear and quadratic estimates are 14 MW and 11 MW respectively. The median absolute errors of the linear and quadratic estimates for these outages are 12 MW and 8 MW respectively.
The 25 worst outages resulting in at least a 50 MW change in the margin are shown in Table 2 . Estimates of a negative loading margin indicate that the formulas predict that no post-contingency solution exists for the base case loading at which the outage occurs. Both the linear and quadratic estimates select 20 of the 25 most severe outages and 10 of the worst 12. Fifteen of the 25 most severe outages involve lines terminating at a transformer bus. Four of the 25 worst cases can be attributed to the effects of changing generator VAR limits (highlighted with slanted typeface). Of these four cases, only one can be somewhat anticipated from the quadratic estimates. With the exception of these four cases, both the quadratic and linear estimates perform well in ranking and grouping the outages.
Multiple contingencies of 118 bus system
Estimates of the effects of multiple contingencies are easily obtained. Linear estimates of multiple contingencies are simply sums of the linear estimates of the single contingencies making up the multiple contingency. Quadratic estimates of multiple contingencies are the sum of the quadratic estimates of the single contingencies together with cross terms accounting for interaction between contingencies.
The quadratic estimate is tested on the 118 bus system with 21 double line outages composed of combinations of 7 single line outages involving 8 buses. (The mean change in the loading margin of these 7 single line outages is 30 MW, and the mean absolute error in the quadratic estimates for these 7 single outages is 13 MW.) The mean change in the loading margin for the 21 double outages is 63 MW. The mean absolute error in the quadratic estimate is 32 MW. If the cross term is neglected, and the estimate found by simply summing the single line quadratic estimates, the mean absolute error is unchanged. For these contingencies, including the cross term of the quadratic estimate has a negligible effect on the accuracy of the estimates.
11 of the 21 double line outages cause a greater than 50 MW reduction in the loading margin. When the 21 double line outages are considered along with the single line outages, the quadratic estimate selects 10 of the top 12 and 21 of the top 25 most severe contingencies.
Discussion
The 1390 bus results show that the sensitivity formulas are practical for ranking the severity of line outages in large power systems. In particular, the linear estimate takes very little time. Once the nominal point of collapse is found and a left eigenvector is obtained, 2000 single contingencies could be screened in less time than it takes to solve an average loadflow. The quadratic estimate could then be used to refine the estimates for those cases with the largest linear estimates. The computation time required for the quadratic estimate is approximately equal to the computation time required for an average loadflow.
The linear estimate identifies most severe contingencies. The quadratic term can improve the linear estimate, but only occasionally identifies a severe contingency missed by the linear estimate. Significant second order effects seem to be correlated to the outages of lines terminating at transformers, tie lines and their neighbors. Interarea flows are particularly sensitive to outages of tie lines and the flows from the high voltage networks to the low voltage networks are particularly sensitive to outages of lines terminating at transformers. These outages cause large power disturbances and would also be of concern for security issues other than voltage collapse.
The test results with both systems suggest that estimates whose quadratic term is small relative to the linear term are often closer approximations of the actual post-contingency loading margin than those for which the quadratic term is large compared to the linear term. The estimates almost always underestimate the severity of outages. The 118 bus results demonstrate that in some cases changes in VAR limits in force at the nose are significant. This paper focuses on extracting the maximum information from a single nose curve. However, it might be desirable to establish more than one nominal collapse by running continuations from the base case for more than one pattern of loading 1 or different assumptions concerning system operation. For example, since it may be possible to temporarily violate interarea agreements in emergencies, one might want to compute nominal noses both with and without area interchange enforced. This way, contingencies that cause problems under one set of assumptions but not others could be identified. Also, the nominal nose might be computed for different generator dispatches or load models. The parameter sensitivity methods in [4] can be used to select scenarios for which the loading margin is likely to vary significantly.
Generator outages could also be quickly ranked by computing the sensitivity of the loading margin to changes in generator power and dispatch. The results of [4] suggest that this method of ranking generator outages would work well for modest changes in power. Testing this method for larger changes in power is warranted.
Computations
For the computations of this paper, it is sufficient [26] to model the power system with static equations
where x is the vector of equilibrium states, λ a vector of load parameters, and p a vector of parameters such as line admittances. F should include area interchange, generator dispatch, and any other static controls. If a differential-algebraic or differential equation model of the power system is available then F can be chosen as the right hand side of those equations. For each single non-radial line outage the parameter vector p is a vector with only three components -one each for conductance, susceptance, and shunt capacitance of the outaged line.
The first step in the computation is to obtain the projected direction of load increase from the short term load forecast. For λ 0 the current vector of load parameters and λ 1 the forecasted short term load, the vector
defines a unit vector in the direction of load increase. The second step is to compute the nominal nose by a continuation method. During the continuation, the system equations change as limits such as reactive power limits apply.
The third step is to evaluate quantities at the nose and then, for each contingency, to evaluate the sensitivity formulas. For the rest of this section, (1) are the power system equations that apply at the nose. In particular, (1) accounts for the power system limits in force at the nose. The linear and quadratic formulas are derived for general parameter changes in [4] .
Linear estimate formula
The linear estimate requires that the following quantities be computed at the nose:
• w, the left eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the system Jacobian F x (F x evaluated at the nose is singular). It is practical and time saving to compute w simultaneously with locating the nose.
• F λ , the derivative of F with respect to load parameters. For constant power loads F λ is a diagonal matrix with ones in the rows corresponding to load buses.
• F p , the derivative of F with respect to the line parameters evaluated at the nominal nose point. For a single line outage in any size system F p has three columns and only four (five for outage of a tie line) nonzero rows in the rows corresponding to the power balance equations at the buses connected by the line. Let ∆p be the negative of the admittance vector for the line(s) to be outaged. Then the linear estimate for the change in margin [4] is:
The denominator of (3) is a scaling factor that is the same for all contingencies. The numerator of (3) contains the vector F p ∆p which, since p appears linearly in F , is just the terms in F that contain p. For F representing real and reactive power balance, F p ∆p is the vector of the pre-contingency real and reactive power injections on the outaged line. The linear formula is simply the power injections from the outaged lines scaled by the normalized left eigenvectorw = −w/wF λk :
where P and Q are the pre-contingency real and reactive power injections to the outaged line, i and j indicate the buses connected by the outaged line, andw P i represents the scaled left eigenvector component corresponding to real power balance at bus i. Formula (4) implies that lines with small flows are guaranteed to have small linear estimates. Radial line outages that isolate a portion of the network are a special case in which the power balance equations of the isolated bus should be deleted from F .
Quadratic estimate formula
The quadratic estimate additionally requires the following quantities evaluated at the nose:
• v, the right eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of F x .
• wF xx , the matrix formed by product of w with the Hessian tensor F xx . F xx does not need to be found independently since wF xx can be obtained as a byproduct of simultaneously solving for the exact nose point and w with a direct method.
• F xp , the derivative of the Jacobian with respect to the line parameters. For a typical single line outage F xp has at most 34 nonzero elements (16 each for the matrices corresponding to conductance and susceptance and 2 for the matrix corresponding to shunt capacitance). Since the line parameters appear linearly in the equilibrium equations, the nonzero elements are simple expressions of the voltages and angles at the buses connected by the outaged line.
• X p , the sensitivity of the nose equilibrium with respect to p. (X is the position of the nose equilibrium; it varies with line parameters p.) The quadratic estimate of the change in loading margin [4] is
where
and X p is found by solving a sparse linear system with multiple right hand side:
(wF xx v is a row vector). Note that the linear estimate for the resulting change in the nose equilibrium is
and may be used to identify those contingencies likely to violate additional generator VAR or voltage limits prior to voltage collapse.(Generator reactive power outputs are components of X.) When formulas (5) and (6) are applied to a double contingency, the number of parameters in p and the dimensions of the vectors and matrices L p , L pp double. The quadratic estimate for a double contingency takes into account interaction between the two contingencies and is different from the sum of the quadratic estimates for the corresponding two single contingencies.
Computational efficiency
This section analyzes the computational expense of the contingency analysis. For comparison, each step of the computations will be likened to one loadflow solution or one iteration of a loadflow solution. Generally, any technique used to speed the process of computing a loadflow solution or loadflow iteration could also be used to speed up the computation of the estimates. The slowest step in the procedure is the initial continuation to find the nominal nose. This continuation is only performed once, and any number of linear and quadratic estimates can be subsequently computed. The computational effort required for this continuation depends strongly on the system, the loading margin, the continuation algorithm, the desired accuracy, and assumptions about limits, and can range from several loadflow solutions to hundreds of loadflow solutions.
Quantities to be computed at the nominal nose only once are the left eigenvector w and the scaling factor wF λk (the quadratic estimate also requires the right eigenvector v). The cost of computing each eigenvector is roughly equivalent to one loadflow iteration. The cost of computing wF λk is negligible.
The only computation required for each linear contingency estimate is finding the numerator of (3), and this just requires evaluating F p ∆p at the nose and multiplying it by w. F p ∆p could be obtained directly from the nominal loadflow computation (the precontingency flows on the outaged line), but computing it by sparse multiplication of F p and ∆p is also very fast. The computational effort to obtain wF p ∆p for one contingency is less than 10 flops if F p ∆p is found directly from the loadflow solution and at most 25 flops if F p ∆p needs to be recomputed. This expense is independent of system size since F p always has only four or five nonzero rows. For an N bus system with 2 N lines, obtaining all the linear estimates requires less than 20 N flops -typically less than one iteration of the loadflow for any system with more than just 20 buses. On a practical system, once a nominal nose and the left eigenvector have been found, linear estimates for all the line outages can be obtained more quickly than one loadf low solution.
The quadratic estimate requires the one time computation of v, wF xx , and the factoring of the matrix F x wF xx v of (7). The quantities v and wF xx are obtained from solution of the nominal nose at negligible cost. The matrix factoring costs less than one load flow iteration and need only be a partial refactoring since F x is already factored during solution of the nominal nose. The dominant step in the evaluation of each quadratic estimate is obtaining X p , which is found by solving the sparse linear system (7). The cost of setting up (7) for each contingency is just several sparse multiplications, less than N flops. Solving for X p is roughly equivalent to three loadflow iterations. The remaining multiplications to establish the quadratic estimate require less than N flops, so that each quadratic estimate is roughly as expensive as several iterations of the loadflow. The additional cost to compute any double contingency is negligible. The cost to compute one quadratic estimate for any single or double contingency is about equal to the cost of obtaining one loadflow solution.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates that effective contingency analysis for voltage collapse can be done by computing the loading margin sensitivities for a nominal nose curve. This approach can take into account some of the effects of reactive power limits and easily handles multiple contingencies. The results show that the linear estimates are extremely fast and provide acceptable contingency ranking. For example, after the nose curve and a left eigenvector are computed, the linear estimates of all single line outages for a practical system are computed in less time than is typically required for one load flow solution. The quadratic estimates refine the linear estimates and are more costly but are still faster than previous methods. Similar sensitivity calculations [4] which exploit the same nose curve can be used to quickly select corrective actions to improve the loading margin to voltage collapse if the contingency analysis indicates a need for this.
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